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The Prince of Wales in Cumbria (4)
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Image ??Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 08/04/2019. Cumbria, United Kingdom. The Prince of Wales in Cumbria. Cumbria.   The Prince of Wales meets workers during his visit to Pirelli Tyres Ltd in Carlisle to celebrate their 50th anniversary while on a tour of Cumbria.  Picture by  i-Images / Pool
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 08/04/2019. Hawkshead, United Kingdom. The Prince of Wales in the production kitchen with a big vat of relish during a visit to  the Hawkshead Relish Company in Hawkshead, Cumbria, United Kingdom.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 08/04/2019. Hawkshead, United Kingdom. The Prince of Wales smells  a big vat of relish during a visit to  the Hawkshead Relish Company in Hawkshead, Cumbria, United Kingdom.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 08/04/2019. Bowness-on-Windermere, United Kingdom. The Prince of Wales looks at Beatrix Potter's rowing boat during the opening of the Windermere Jetty Museum of Boats, Steam & Stories  at Bowness-on-Windermere, in Cumbria, United Kingdom.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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